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are closest to people and yet exhibit the most
obnoxious and anticultural of habits that they - so
to speak - offer a clear demarcation line between
humans and the nonhuman sentient world (c.f.
Wijeyewardene 1968: 86 f.); and the fact that the
Nuaulu do not have other salient domestic animals
emphasises even more the special position of dog
in the general scheme of things.

Whether or not the genetic ancestors of the
Nuaulu brought their dogs with them when they
first arrived on Seram, or whether the dogs arrived
later, we can reasonably assume that the kind of
symbiotic relationship and process of selection
I have described here was well-established long
before specific Nuaulu cultural distinctiveness was
discernible. Indeed, this remarkable relationship
between conspecifics is panhuman, and has prob
ably changed little for 12,000 years (including its
capacity for generating symbolic resonances).

I think we can now see a pattern emerging.

The relationship between humans and dogs is
qualitatively like no other established between hu
mans and animals, and seems to confound simple
generalisable symbolic patterns. Nuaulu dogs are
economically critical, eminently companionable,
objects of sentiment (receiving a great deal of atten
tion by way of magic and medicine), and anthropo
morphized more than any other species. However,
when they underperform or fail to respond to
curing treatments they are socially rejected, and
subjected to considerable pain. Dogs that are too
damaged in hunting to benefit from medication are
not killed (that is prohibited) just left to die. Such
contradictory attitudes evoke little indigenous cul
tural commentary, and what outsiders might regard
as unacceptable cruelty is not simply pardonable,
but somehow morally neutral. There is, therefore, a
tension between dependency (reflected in physical
 intimacy, anthropomorphization, naming, caring,
prohibition on eating), and callousness (reflected
in the manner of both their birth and death), which
I believe to be linked to competing conceptions of
animality. More particularly, we must distinguish
between “dog” as a collectivity, as the animal
category asu, and individual named dogs. Part of
the reason why the category dog is so confusing
for us, is that Nuaulu distinguish between indi
vidual dogs. Each dog is made social - brought
closer to humans and individualised by training
 and appropriate behaviour; and in this sense 1
agree with Valeri (1992: 158) that dogs enter into
some kind of contract or compact with humans.
Some never make the grade, and therefore remain
like other animals, and may quite legitimately be
neglected and abused. Others become effective

hunting dogs but may - as it were - break the

compact with humans by poor performance, or
inadvertently by accidents which make them no
longer effective pseudohumans. Being close to
humans is not automatic and is always fragile.
As Napue put it to me, in the same way that a
garden (nisi) reverts to forest without human work,
so too dogs will resort to the status of their wild
progenitors if they are not prevented from doing

 so by constant human attention.
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